Forcers of the End 2

For your consideration,
This is in response to three relatively recent Daily Pickings posts that address a
contrived “End Times”.
One deals with an apparent medieval start point through angelic suggestions to John
Dee, see below; Published on Thursday, 14 June 2018 09:50.
http://www.freecriticalthinking.org/daily-pickings/2661-know-ye-not-that-you-aregods
The other two posts deal with the approaching culmination of that initial suggestion,
see below; Published on Tuesday, 22 May 2018 10:41
http://www.freecriticalthinking.org/daily-pickings/2633-the-end-game
And more recently this; Published on Friday, 22 June 2018 09:31
http://www.freecriticalthinking.org/daily-pickings
Within the timeline between these two points there were, and in some cases still are,
an interesting cast of characters, groups and events that appear to have, or had, a
destructive agenda and would have made perfect dupes for preparing for Passover1,
whether all were aware of their role is open to question, what is certain though, is that
a highly orchestrated long term strategy is being played out by certain fundamentalist
groups and individuals.
Below is a brief skeletal timeline of some of the more prominent players, some
“helpful” peripheral events and a small scattering of quotes that help clarify the
above. It should also be noted that this timeline is overshadowed by the formation of
the Jesuit Order in 1540.
1

Passover is the proper name for a contrived End Times, as opposed to a natural cataclysmic event which may end times as we
know them.
In an Astrotheological sense it is the time for the Preserver [merchant banker] to pass over the mantle of government to the
Destroyer [priest]. (see below)
Luke 22:8, 9, 10, KJV
8

And he sent Peter and John, saying, Go and prepare us the passover, that we may eat.

9

And they said unto him, Where wilt thou that we prepare?

10

And he said unto them, Behold, when ye are entered into the city, there shall a man meet you, bearing a pitcher of water;
follow him into the house where he entereth in.
The house of the man bearing a pitcher of water, who John [Aries/Creator] and Peter [Pisces/Preserver] are told to “follow him
into” and “prepare us the passover”, is the zodiac sign of Aquarius the Water Bearer [Aquarius/Destroyer] which just happens
to be the zodiac sign that follows Pisces in the Suns precessional journey around the zodiac and the final Act within this Worlds
threefold Play.
“Follow him into”, as established above, refers to the Sun passing from the zodiac sign of Pisces [Preserver/Saviour] into the
zodiac sign of Aquarius [Destroyer]

“Prepare us the passover” here, does not mean to prepare a meal but to prepare the way for the Age of the Destroyer, and as is
clearly evident in past passovers, whether that is from Old World Destroyer [Taurus] to Present World Creator [Aries] or from
the Present World Creator [Aries] to Present World Preserver [Pisces], this doesn’t pass without severe consequences to the Old
God and its followers, along with any knowledge or histories which would undermine the incoming New God.

Preparation Timeline
Redemption through Sin – by Gershom Scholem, page 20 The historian Gerson D. Cohen has recently stressed the great and totally consistent
rabbinic opposition to Messianic movements during the 1600 years between the
destruction of the Temple and the Sabbatian movement. We know of many Messianic
movements in Judaism during this long span of time. But ever since the collapse of
the Messianic resistance to Rome led by Bar Kokhba (Kosba) in the first half of the
second century, which led to the ruin of the Jewish community in many parts of
Palestine, they have always been geographically limited and remained without
historical effect. Generally they were lay movements which emerged in every
conceivable part of the Diaspora and only in the rarest instances received the support
of the local rabbinical authorities. In most cases such movements provoked resistance
and were eliminated-which can to a large extent be explained by the circumstances I
have outlined here. The preservers of the traditional element--and in the Jewish
Middle Ages that meant the bearers of rabbinical authority-- perceived in these acute
Messianic outbreaks an element of nonconformity which endangered the continuity of
the authoritative tradition. Such apprehensions that acute Messianism would lead to a
crisis, as also their fear of the anarchic element in Messianic utopianism which they
did not acknowledge, without question play a large role in this nearly unanimous
opposition to the rabbis.
There were many good reasons for this: concern for the stability of the community,
concern for the fate of the Jews after a disappointment as suggested by historical
experience, combined with a deep rooted aversion to the "Forcers of the End," as
those people are called in Hebrew who could not wait for the arrival of the
Messiah but thought to do something for it themselves.
https://archive.org/stream/TheSabbateanfrankistMessianicConspiracyPartiallyExposed#page/n15/mode/2up
1582, John Dee through Edward Kelley starts getting his angelic orders.
1648, aged 22, Sabbatai Zevi started declaring to his followers in Smyrna that he was
the true Messianic redeemer.
1694, Tonnage Act and the Bank of England
King William, formerly William Prince of Orange, had already got himself actively
involved in a war with France, and there was no doubt from the terms of the Act that
it was largely a revenue raising exercise, with “certain recompenses and
advantages… to such persons as shall voluntarily advance the sum of fifteen hundred
thousand pounds towards the carrying on the war…”

Clause XX, addressing itself to a modified sum of twelve hundred thousand pounds
(1.2million), incorporated “all and every such subscribers and contributors, their
heirs, successors or assigns, to be one body corporate and politic, by the name of
“The Governor and company of the Bank of England..”.
Clause XXII then instructs the officers of the exchequer “to direct their warrants
yearly for the payment of one hundred thousand pounds, to the contributors of the
said sum of twelve hundred thousand pounds”, being a provision for interest at just
over 8%. But this was not originally intended to be paid in perpetuity, for Clause XXI
had already stipulated that the entire sum of 1.2 million was redeemable at twelve
months notice any time after 1705, in which event the said corporation, i.e. The
Governor and the Bank of England, would also be dissolved, and its activities
terminated.
Hidden Menace to World Peace – James Gibb Stuart
Chapter 65 : The Tonnage Act and the Bank of England
1717, Formation of first Masonic grand lodge in England, convened in the Goose and
Gridiron ale house, in St. Paul's Churchyard, on, 24 June.
1757/9, Jacob Frank, Polish Jewish religious leader claims to be the reincarnation of
the self-proclaimed messiah Sabbatai Zevi.
1775/83, the American Revolution
1776, Jesuit trained Adam Weishaupt, founds the Order of the Illuminati.
1789/99, French Revolution, which spawned revolutions from the Middle East [still
happening] to the Americas as well as the destructive social-political ideologies that
morphed into the “isms” of today.
1840,
Prophecy and Politics: British-Israelism in American Pentecostalism By
Christopher J. Richmann
British-Israelism: Context and Beliefs – (my bolded italics)
British-Israelism (also known as B.I., Anglo-Israelism, and “the identity”) is the belief
that the Anglo-Saxon peoples [sons of Isaac – Isaac’s sons – [I]Saxons (my
addition)] are the direct biological descendants of the ten tribes of Israel who never
returned to their homeland after the Assyrian exile of the eighth century, BC. The
whereabouts of this “lost” people has entertained and frustrated Bible teachers and
scholars for centuries, but in the mid- to late-nineteenth century, a small,
uncoordinated group of British writers and lecturers declared they had solved the ageold conundrum. John Wilson’s lectures and subsequent publication of Our Israelitish
Origin (1840) (link to this lunacy below) were the beginning and main source of
British-Israelist thought. By the turn of the century, the teaching had prolific
apologists in America as well as England. At the height of its influence in the early

twentieth century, British-Israelism probably claimed two million adherents, and
carried a representative cross-section of the British and American population
https://archive.org/stream/ourisraelitisho00wilsgoog#page/n28/mode/2up
1848, Karl Marx and his pamphlet The Communist Manifesto, and 1867 Das Kapital
1878,
"My Eastern project is as follows: To obtain a con- cession from the Turkish
Government in the northern and more fertile half of Palestine, which the recent survey
of the Palestine Exploration Fund proves to be capable of immense development. Any
amount of money can be raised upon it, owing to the belief which people have
that they would be fulfilling prophecy and bringing on the end of the world. I
don't know why they are so anxious for this latter event, but it makes the
commercial speculation easy, as it is a combination of the financial and
sentimental elements which will, I think, ensure success. And it will be a good
political move for the Government, as it will enable them to carry out reforms in
Asiatic Turkey, provide money for the Porte, and by uniting the French in it, and
possibly the Italians, be a powerful religious move against the Russians, who are
trying to obtain a hold of the country by their pilgrims. It would also secure the
Government a large religious support in this country, as even the Radicals would
waive their political in favour of their religious crotchets. I also anticipate a very good
subscription in America. I shall probably start about the end of the year for Egypt, as I
want to look into the working of the mixed jurisdiction, and then go to Cyprus, Syria,
Palestine, and Constantinople. I suppose I shall find plenty to write about, but I do not
want it all talked of, though I find it difficult to keep it quiet. Both Lord Beaconsfield
and Lord Salisbury are very favourable to my scheme." (my boldings)
LIFE OF LAURENCE OLIPHANT MEMOIR OF THE LIFE OF LAURENCE
OLIPHANT AND OF ALICE OLIPHANT, HIS WIFE BY MAEGAEET
OLIPHANT W. OLIPHANT - The Eastern Project. pg 285
The bolded section in the above 1878 correspondence from Oliphant to Henry
Wentworth Monk (the Prophet) is also quoted in chapter 23 of “The Controversy of
Zion” by Douglas Reed, 1956 – where he adds this footnote;
Oliphant touched on an interesting point. One interpretation of the numerous
prophecies is that the end of the world will follow the “return” of the Jews to
Palestine, so that the folk who promote this migration presume even to determine the
moment when Jehovah shall bring the planet to an end. The mystification expressed
by Oliphant was felt by a perplexed French politician at the Peace Conference of
1919, who asked Mr. Balfour why he was so eager to bring about “the return” of the
Jews to Palestine; if this truly was the fulfilment of prophecy, then prophecy also
decreed that the end of the world would follow. Mr. Balfour replied languidly.
“Precisely, that is what makes it all so very interesting.”
1898, zionist Theodor Herzl began a series of diplomatic initiatives to build support
for a Jewish country.

1902, Formation of the Pilgrim Society
1913, Imposition of the Federal Reserve Bank.
1914/18, First World War.
1917, The Balfour Declaration.
1917, The Russian revolution
1929, The Great Depression.
1939/45, Second World War
1947/8, The theft of Palestine, the Passover venue is now booked …the madness
steps up a notch
1963, John F Kennedy is assassinated
1986, Mordechai Vanunu exposes Israel’s nuclear weapons programme
1997, William Kristol and Robert Kagan co-found the neo-conservative think tank,
the Project for the New American Century (PNAC), and one of the original 25
signatories was Frank Gaffney, who later went on to be a main funder of the English
Defence League (EDL) run by the self proclaimed zionist Tommy Robinson.
2001, Twin towers false flag event and the subsequent continuing Western wars in the
Middle East … actual anti-semitism.
2017 Dec, U.S. recognises Jerusalem as capital of Israel, May 2018 starts process of
moving its embassy there from Tel Aviv. … And the preparations quicken.
7/10th June 2018, Cardinal Pietro Parolin, Secretary of State for the Vatican is an
attendee at the Bilderburg conference. …UH OH!! ’ere we go.
So, to go right out on a limb, i would suggest that he is there as an emissary of G.O.D.
and the Saturnalian Brotherhood to inform the merchant bankers [Poseidon] that they
are calling in the debt/indulgences and that their allotment [2con-tract3] is coming to
an end and that it is time for them to pass over their fathers allotment to the priests
[Hades] of the new messianic covenant [contract with G.O.D.].
2

con (v.1) "to guide ships," 1620s, from French conduire "to conduct, lead, guide" (10c.), from Latin conducere (see conduce).
Related: Conned; conning.
3

tract (n.1) "area," mid-15c., "period or lapse of time," from Latin tractus "track, course, space, duration," lit, "a drawing
out or pulling," from stem of trahere "to pull, draw," from PIE root *tragh- "to draw, drag, move" (source also of Slovenian trag
"trace, track," Middle Irish tragud "ebb;" perhaps with a variant form *dhragh-; see drag (v.)). The meaning "stretch of land or
water" is first recorded 1550s.
It can be seen through the etymologies that, contract can mean to guide ships over a period of time, hence, Arc/k of the covenant,
and this would apply to any corporate vessel on the seas of commerce, whether that is the “Ship of State”, who “Walks on
Water” or the individual “Citizen-Ship” who is “Lost at Sea” and “Drowning in Debt” and as such, ripe for salvage/salvation
by Saturn and his Trimurti privateers.

To put this in the proper context, the entire system must be seen as the game that it is,
and that game is Good verses Evil, although it is a grave mistake to think of this in the
conventional way.
As it is commonly perceived, we have a righteous force that’s only motive is too
smote down any evil doer to maintain the common good and to create a peaceful
utopian world where we can all skip, hold hands, sniff flowers and smile at butterflies
as they flutter by.
Although what is actually being played out is the original good cop bad cop routine,
and as we know it today this mainly refers to a police interrogation technique in
which one officer feigns a sympathetic or protective attitude while another adopts an
aggressive approach to get the criminal to confess, their goal is the same even though
the methodology they use is different, and that’s the crucial bit, using opposing
concepts to gain the same result.
In our world [which is not the planet we live on, but a division of time and space] the
opposing concepts are Gods Law vs. Mans Law, Theocracy vs. Secularism.
The Game is about attaining and then maintaining a global governance system. It uses
the Tri-Murti4 as its core strategy, as this utilises division a manner that allows
theocratic and secular institutions to collaborate in dividing the people into caste/class
systems which in turn create the psychological conditions that further sub-divide the
people, due to their own caste/class and psychological allotment.
So, who is the hidden Game Master who guides the deep state?
He is Saturn, [who the Phoenicians named Israel5 and the Christians deceptively call
Satan,] lord of the rings [Cycles of Time], his seasonal time loop is the non-tick-tock
clock whose place is space, to guide and divide the Human race.
4

Trimurti, A Political Methodology: “This division in religious worship which eventually led to the caste system shows the
power of theocratic tyranny, the Brahmins, seeking to justify the method whereby the control of the masses is vested in the hands
of a few, when preaching in the pagodas, even now say:
"See how logical is this system of division of the people into castes. It was formed in the likeness of the divinity, Zeus, sovereign
master of all things, but taking no action himself. This is the Brahmin priest. Brahma, the God who creates, who acts, who
directs, that is the aristocrat or the prince ; Vishnu, the God who preserves, that is the artisan, the merchant, who produces
taxes, preserving and assuring the prosperity of the State by his work and industry. As for Siva, the terrible God, he keeps
the Soudra [peasant] in a state of humility and obedience appropriate to his station in life”.
Les Fils de Dieu: Louis Jacolliot, quoted from Occult Theocracy: Edith Starr Miller - Lady Queenborough
5
The Astronomico-Theological lectures”- of the Rev, Robert Taylor, BA, specifically Chapter XI: Abraham, pages 199/200,
where the following is stated;

“But as Abraham is especially called the Father of many nations is, we cannot wonder to find his characteristic sacrament
observed among many nations : and his name itself, with very little variation, retained in the religions of all nations. He is the
original Abram Usrael, or Angel of Death, of the Chaldeans. He is the Israel of the ancient Phoenicians, as the only Phoenician
historian, Sanchoniathon, who wrote 1300 years before our era, and whose text is preserved to us by Philo Biblius, of the first
century, expressly assures us that the Phoenician, name of the planet Saturn is Israel. And Israel and Abraham are names
constantly confounded, and used as perfectly synonymous with each other, throughout the Old and New Testament. The God of
Israel, and the God of Abraham; the children of Israel, and the children of the stock of Abraham are but poetical variations of
one and the self-same sense. So He is, the same Abraham in the Brahma (which is but Abraham, with the first letter put last) of
the Hindoos, and the Ibrahim, which is Abraham, more delicately uttered, of the Arabs, the Abram Zerouan of the magi, the

Abram Zarman of the Persians, the Kronos of the Greeks, the planet Saturn of Astronomy, the God Saturnus of the whole Pagan
world and the personified genius of Old Time, whom you shall see to this day, retained in our Christian idolatry, even in our
Christian temples, sitting in all the accompaniments and emblems of his everlasting Godhead upon our clocks, and pointing to
the dial plates, in indication that whatever other Gods we may please to address, it is he, and he alone, who shall reign for ever
and ever. And to his honor is that anthem constantly reiterated, 'As it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be, world
without end.' [R.T]

Before going any further i need to clarify a few things, firstly, that when speaking of
Saturn it is not about some ancient titanic God who now sleeps under the Blessed
Isles guarded by Briareos and instructs Zeus through his dreams, but a group of
People [maybe from ancient bloodlines, but just people] who have constructed a death
cult wrapped around the negative psychological traits and symbols associated in
astrology with the planet Saturn.
One of the more prominent symbols associated with the planet Saturn is that of the
cube, and in this context is linked to the concepts of containment, confinement and
restriction, a physical expression of this is seen through the law enforcement arms of
the State, whether domestic or international.
On a spiritual level, one aspect of this is about restricting us to the realm of the
physical senses through different forms of occupation, expressed by the occupation
we have, the financial military occupation we are all to varying degrees, subject to,
and through the meticulous cultivation of division, the Archon [I’s, ego’s, pick your
term] occupation of our consciousness. All of these plus many others help in
consuming and restricting our time, space and energy, all of which are vitally
important if we are to explore our connection to the cosmic environment to which we
are harmonically bound.
The degenerate cults that further devolved into the institutionalised state religions of
today confirm this Saturn cube adoration through their own symbology, whether it’s
Islam’s Kaaba [Kaaba comes from - ka'b "cube."] at Mecca, the Jewish Kaaba-lah,
Mer-kaaba, hexagram and Tefillin, the Christian Popes Saturn Hat and the Chi [x]
Rho [p] which shows the inside of a cube in a three dimensional manner by the
directions, up and down, left and right and backwards and forwards. The Sikh symbol
is the same as the Chi Rho only differing in its style, Hindu and Buddhist symbology
is full of hexagrams which at their centre are hexagons, which are viewed as a two
dimensional cube and even the so called Flower of Life is a cube within a cube.

SAME MEAT DIFFERENT GRAVEY

RELIGIOUS CUBISM

INVASION OF THE CUBES

Secondly, the historical background goes back to possibly the first “False Flag” event
(my thought) which has come down to us as via a Greek poem by Hesiod (7th-8th c
BC) named Theogony, and the particular section that is relevant here is the battle
between the Titans and the Olympians, Kronos against Zeus.
The poem describes how Zeus defeats his father Kronos to become the supreme
creator, but earlier in the poem we read that when Kronos defeated his father Ouranus
he castrated him, actually and symbolically taking away Ouranus’ creative power and
so Kronos gained those creative powers for himself.
This is not the case for Zeus; “defeated”, Kronos divides the world into three and
gives equal portion to his three sons, Hades [Underworld – Psychological Control],
Poseidon [Sea –Emotional Control] and Zeus [sky – Mind Control]. Now, you’d
have thought that if Zeus had won then it would be him who was dividing up the
world and assigning allotments. So what really happened here?
Now, as above, so below, yet again these are not Super-natural beings engaged in epic
battles but people run religious factions trying to get a piece of the action. Kronos
conceded some of his powers to appease these other factions but remained the Most
High. The appeasement was due to their inclusion, and so they became franchisees of
the Game6.

6

Time itself was divided to reflect and commemorate the unification of the Cults. The year round was broken down into 12
months to honor the Solar Cult. Their god was the sun and his number was 12. The next division of time was a month and, as the
word's etymology indicates, this was sacred to the Lunar Cult, whose chief tutelary deity was the moon. The next division of time
is a week, in which the 7 gods of the Stellar Cult are honored. These are today's days of the week. The worshippers of the god
Saturn was given Saturday as a feast day, and since their god (planet) moves so gradually, the larger, longer cycles of time where
attributed to him. The hands of a physical timepiece have, for generations, concealed and revealed this sectioning of time
according to the Cults. The hour hand represents Horus, the sun. The minute hand stands for Min, the moon-god. The
fast moving second hand stands for Mercury, the god of the Stellar Cult, as do the 12 divisions. On elaborately designed
watches and clocks, the hands often display circles upon them, to illustrate that they represent planetary orbs.
https://archive.org/stream/MichaelTsarionIrishOriginsOfCivilizationVolume1/Michael%20Tsarion/Michael%20Tsarion%20%20Astrotheology%20-%20Part%202_djvu.txt

This old embedded Game only changed in style, from Theocratic dictatorship to the
illusion of a secular position in opposition to the old ways, although in reality the sons
were given the roles formerly played by the Cyclopes [known today as Mon-op-o-lies]
who represented the negative one eyed aspects of dogmatic institutionalised
Government, Commerce and Religion. Below is a breakdown of the style change.
Brahmin Priest: the Time Lord, Kronos [G.O.D.s Law], targets Time and Space
through Division and Allotment [Saturnian Cult]
Creator: Brahma-Zeus [Kings/State Governments] Law of the Land, targets the
Body through Force [Solar Cult]
Preserver: Vishnu-Poseidon [Commerce] Law of the Water, targets the Mind
through Desires [Lunar Cult]
Destroyer: Shiva-Hades [State Religions] Law of the Dead/Debt, targets the Spirit
through Fear [Fractured Stella Cult]
G.O.D.: Governmental Ordinance Department, administered by the Saturnalian
Brotherhood
Biblical Flood: Metaphor used to describe the Law of Water flooding over the Law
of Land, [Genesis 7 22 - all in whose nostrils was the breath of life, of all that was in
the dry land, died.]. The high water mark allows Maritime Admiralty Law to have
jurisdiction on the land, leaving us dead in the commercial waters [Holy Sea – not a
typo!]
This double cross - which is the proper term, as the sigil of Saturn is the double cross
as it is with the Masons with their compass and square motif – has a hidden in plain
site secular aspect and a hidden from view religious aspect.
In the secular world our entire monetary system [sistrum], whether cash or electronic
transactions, is based on “debt instruments” called “Bills of Exchange” and
“Promissory Notes”.
A Bill is, and due to the context we can rule out a ducks face or type of weapon, […
although, type! of weapon] which leaves, “evidence of a debt” and a “duty to
perform”, this is why when a Bill proposing a new law becomes an Act of Parliament,
our duty is to perform in accordance with that Act, and it’s a dead cert you’ve been
Billed for it.

A Promissory Note is, a “promise to pay” not a payment, it’s an IOU which means, if
i owe you, then i haven’t paid you and am still in debt to you, so the idea of that being
used as our money would appear nonsense, although this was not the judgment of the
late Lord Denning7. This also blatantly shows that nobody owns any of the things they
think they own, house, car, de-vices, how can they? They could never have paid for
them.
In order to grasp this concept a quick look at the term and function of the Inland
Revenue. When the prefix Re is seperated from the root word Venue it becomes
Inland Re-Venue, and so to continue the theme “inland” refers to the inland
seas/waterways of commerce.
To re-venue something is to change it and also to move its jurisdiction, so our “sweat
equity cache” is changed into their debt based product “cash”, and so the Land –
which is us, physically and metaphorically – no longer “speaks the law”, now that
voice belongs to the Sirens Mer-Chant of Maritime Admiralty.
The hidden religious aspect also deals in debt, but these are debts to G.O.D.
commonly known as “sins”, ultimately we will have to pay for these sins [see
paragraph that follows the timeline above] but in the mean time we are able to put off
payment allowing us to continue to indulge in all the vices that have temporally been
de-viced for our benefit.
This “put off” takes the form of a tithe called an “indulgence” and it is collected
through the business arm of G.O.D. in what is termed “interest” but is more correctly
a compounding rental charge for the use of its financial products.
We are now in the Age of “…Vishnu/Poseidon, the God who preserves, that is the
artisan, the merchant, who produces taxes, preserving and assuring the prosperity of
the State by his work and industry…”, and so the Game takes on a commercial slant
where bodies that were vessels for the spirit in G.O.D.s world now become
vessels/ships in commerce in Mans world.
So, when a vessel carrying cargo needs to deliver it to the specified port it will go
through a breakwater, along the berthing channel to where it will sit in its berth and
deliver the cargo to the dock
And in like manner when we come into Mans World our mothers’ waters break, we
go down the birth channel and are birthed and delivered in a delivery room to the doc
who receives the cargo of a new “borne again” baby[lon] Crown Corporation
franchisee and future surety for the national debt.
7

A Lord Denning judgement that says a bill of exchange once tendered has to be treated as cash... The principle is that a bill,
cheque or note is given and taken in payment as so much cash, and not as merely given a right of action for the creditor to litigate
a counter-claim (see Jackson v Murphy [1887] 4 T.L.R. 92)
"We have repeatedly said in this court that a bill of exchange or a promissory note is to be treated as cash. It is to be honoured
unless there is some good reason to the contrary" (see per Lord Denning M.R. in Fielding & Platt Ltd v Selim Najjar [1969] 1
W.L.R. 357 at 361; [1969] 2 All E.R. 150 at 152, CA)

Until then, with its future “secured”, it will sit in its “virgin berth” awaiting the arrival
of its National Insurance Number where it to, as a little saviour tax payer, can attempt
to walk on the pirate infested waters and maintain the prosperity of the State by
his/her work and industry.
Having seen how the different cults reflect their master through their own
methodologies, where is his own titanic all powerful expression to be found?
The Greeks called him Kronos, Father Time, he ruled the calendar and the harvest,
and as he reaps the wheat with his scythe in like manner he harvests souls as the Grim
Reaper, for Time will always devour its children, although not in the manner depicted
by Rubens and Goya.

Until recently, he has remained hidden in the underworld, but as precession slowly
drags us from the pit we had to pass through, the enchantments fade and his sons’
helm no longer affords him the invisibility it once did.
Still remaining true to his character we will know him through an adaptation of the
Greek term, and aided by his carrion bird totem that stands front and centre in his
modern name, we will see that today he goes by, “The Crow-n” [os].

To open this up a little further, we can see that within the boundaries of his squared
septic isle, is the seat of his daughter, the Crow’n [crone] of Threadneedle St …Isis,
agitating nations and rattling minds with her monetary Sistrum.
And, to cap it all (puns intended), he is the “Crown of Thorns” with his piercing grasp
upon the mind of the State, as the shadow puppeteer who directs his Mariner Nets,
with their “Letters of marque and reprisal”, to trawl for our life-force and claim the
prize and booty for his enterprise.
Knowing this may be a little difficult to accept, the example below may aid in seeing
how an apparent myth from the past can be conceptualized in the present.
…“and those spirits mentioned before tend and serve Cronus, having been his
comrades what time he ruled as king over gods and men. Many things they do foretell
of themselves, for they are oracular; but the prophecies [profits] that are greatest
and of the greatest matters they come down and report as dreams of Cronus, for
all that Zeus premeditates Cronus sees in his dreams and the titanic affections and
motions of his soul make him rigidly tense (until) sleep (restores) his repose once
more and the royal and divine element is all by itself, pure and unalloyed…”
Plutarchs Moralia - The Face on the Moon, 941-942/.2
https://archive.org/stream/moraliainfifteen12plutuoft/moraliainfifteen12plutuoft_djvu.
txt
This hidden influence continues to this very day and if i may point you in the
direction of the IRS logo, it will clearly show who is hidden in plain sight.

Initially the symbol of Zeus, an eagle, with its left wing raised is apparent in this
image, but on closer inspection the hooded figure of Crow-n-os holding a set of scales
comes into view. This dream shaping publican* profits by holding lives in the balance
and harvesting their blood, sweat and tears.
*publican (n.) c. 1200, "tax-gatherer," from Old French publician (12c.), from Latin
publicanus "a tax collector," noun use of an adjective, "pertaining to public
revenue," from publicum "public revenue," noun use of neuter of publicus (see public
(adj.)).
http://www.etymonline.com/index.php?allowed_in_frame=0&search=publican

One Ring to Rule Them All

This One Ring is known as “The Precession of the Equinoxes”, it also goes by “The
Great Year” or “The Platonic Year”, and this is an astronomical cycle where the sun
appears to move backwards through the 12 signs of the zodiac and completes a full
cycle every 25,920 years. It scribes an arc of 360o.
Rig-Veda, verses RV 1.164.48: 48)
"Twelve are the fellies, and the wheel is single; three are the naves. What man hath
understood it?
Therein are set together spokes three hundred and sixty, which in nowise can be
loosened." ("trans." Griffith)
This Great year period is divided into four seasons called “Worlds” or “Gospels”.
Each “World” lasts for 6,480 years and scribes an arc of 90o.
Age: This refers to a sub-division of a World, there are three Ages per World and
these take the guise of the Trimurti – Creator, Preserver, Destroyer [Naves]. There are

twelve Ages per Great Year and each Age corresponds to a sign in the Zodiac
[Fellies], which is also called a Temple. The Sun in our time sits in the Temple of the
two fishes, Pisces, and this corresponds to the Age of the Preserver/Saviour.
They, as does the Sun, take on the character of the luminary or planetary ruler, as well
as the associated traits of the zodiac sign in which they sit. An “Age” lasts for 2,160
years and each scribes an arc of 30o.
Each “Age” can be further divided into three periods called “Decans or Decanates”,
each “Decan” has a ruler which becomes the sub ruler of the sign or the co-ruler of
that sign. Each “Decan” lasts for 720 years and each scribes an arc of 10o
Each “Decan” can be further divided into ten periods called “Precessional Days”
[Spokes]. Each “Precessional Day” lasts for 72 years and each scribes an arc of 1o.
It could be said that we have a “Dawn of a New Day” every 72 years.
Each day has 24 hours and so does a “Precessional Day”, so dividing 72 by 24 gives
us the answer of 3, which means that 1 “Precessional Hour” is equal to 3 years and so
1 year would be equal to 20 “Precessional Arc Minutes”.
These sub-divisions of the “Great Year” scribe out arcs over cyclical time [not linear],
they are used to implement short and long term strategies, through Covenants [Contracts], in maintaining and expanding a system of plunder, and these being contrived,
should be properly termed “ Arc of the Covenant” for each Age, or “Knower’s Arc”
for the duration of a World.
One example of how time can be sub-divided to achieve short and long term political
strategies would be to divide the precessional day of 72 years by the American
presidential term of 4 years, as it is a consistent period that makes it appropriate to
this explanation.
The calculation completed shows that there will be 18 American presidential terms
per processional day and by adding the Trimurti template this can be further divided
by 3 giving us 6 presidential terms every 24 years in which the first 24 year period is
used to create a strategic political ideology the second used to preserve it and the third
to destroy it, making way for the next strategic ideology to be introduced.
Now obviously, i can’t claim that time is divided exactly in this manner, but it clearly
shows how long and short term political, economic and religious strategies could be
timetabled and then implemented when the appropriate conditions have been put in
place, and it also nullifies the dismissive and lazy argument that the system is just to
complicated and random with to many players for any of it to be organised, as the
above clearly shows a way in which this could be achieved, and i’m just some bloke
from amongst the everyday people, so just imagine what the intellectual geniuses
these people have access to could come up with.
Pete 25th September 2018

